
1 0 0%

2 2 13%

3 2 13%

4 3 20%

5 8 53%

+1 - its too noisy, move it to another room 4 27%

+0 - it does not bother me 6 40%

-1 - lets just have one room, I hate too many rooms 5 33%

15 responses
View all responses

Summary

Do you find the git push and PR notifcations in irc useful ?

Would you prefer these notifications to stay in #jbosstools or move to one or
more rooms ?

If we move notifications should it be moved to #jbosstools-dev or to
individual/group room ?

Edit this form
max.andersen@gmail.com
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+1 - multiple groups 1 7%

+0 - I dont care 6 40%

-1 - just one room 8 53%

One group pr. git repository/jira component 6 40%

One group pr. working teams (#jbosstools-mobile, #jbosstools-javaee, #jbosstools-assparta,etc.) 9 60%

If we create multiple rooms what granularity should it be ?

Got any other comments about our current irc setup ?

Pidgin (and prolly adium) can be configured to simply IGNORE notifications from jbossbot.

Or I just disconnect from IRC entirely when the pings/notifications get too noisy. Same for

Skype.

I love the level of insanity in #jbosstools. I know that if I ask a question there, usually I'll have

some sort of response in no time - even if it's a sarcastic one. :)

If PR notifications are moved to a new room, I don't think I'm gonna join that room :)

I'm for one single room

^ "If we create multiple rooms what granularity should it be ?" - I did not like the options but

was required to pick one, instead I would liked to have picked the option "one room for all git

(& jira) notifications"

#jbosstools irc nick ?

lhein

kmarmaliykov

xcoulon

akazakov

ldimaggi

nickboldt / nboldt

Snjeza

bfitzpat

VRubezhny

dgolovin

Gastaldi
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mlabuda

ibuziuk

mmalina

Number of daily responses
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